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These outlines are combined to form a major grade 
 

EARLIEST (recommended 
completion) 

LAST (not accepted after 
class begins on this date) 

Chapter # and Title 

8/28  9/25  1 Basic Concepts 

9/04  9/25  2 Population and Health 

9/11  9/25  3 Migration 

10/02  10/30  7 Ethnicities 

10/09  10/30  8 Political Geography 

11/06  12/04  9 Development 

11/13  12/04  10 Food and Agriculture 

1/15  2/12  11 Industry and 
Manufacturing 

1/22  2/12  12 Services and 
Settlements 

2/19  3/12  13 Urban Patterns 

3/26  4/09   
4 Folk and Popular Culture 

3/26  4/09   
5 Languages 

4/02  4/09   
6 Religion 

 
 
 
 



 

How to do the Reading Outlines 
● Write all titles & key questions 
● General rule is 1-2 bullets for a small paragraph and 3-4 for a long paragraph 
● It is your choice to use concise wording or to write full sentences 
● Use underlining, different colors, or highlighters to help you understand your 

notes 
● Pen only (marker pens are fine) 

○ Any color of pens as long as they are dark colors, use the light colors for 
underlining and other notations 

● Use indention to help follow the author’s thoughts 
● No typing allowed 
● No copying each other’s notes 

 
Remember that these outlines are combined to form a major grade each grading period 
Here is an example using chapter 1 
 
CHAPTER 1 BASIC CONCEPTS 
Key Issue 1: How do geographers describe where things are? 

● Thinking geographically is an ancient activity 
Maps 

● They are the most important tool for thinking spatially about the Earth 
● Cartography is the skill of mapmaking 
● Maps are a reference tool 
● Maps are a communication tool 

Early Mapmaking 
● Earliest maps were reference tool of how to get somewhere 
● Eratosthenes, who coined the word “geography”, made one of the earliest maps 
● Ptolemy created maps that were used for over 1,000 years by merchants in the 

Roman Empire 
● Mapmaking was revived during the Age of Discovery (Columbus & Magellan) 

○ Cartographers took their accounts and made new maps 
 
 
 


